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Between Invitation and Intrusion: 
A Conversation in Form

Between Invitation and Intrusion: A Conversation in Form aims to interfere 
with our common understanding and expectations of portraiture. Instead 
of being overt in their representation, the works in the show explore the theme 
of identity all while maintaining a degree of mysticism. 
The artists have succeeded at tempting the viewer into exploring that which 
is being depicted while also making them uneasy with doing exactly so. 
The audience is meant to feel that their gaze is infringing on what is being 
shown. It is there that they find themselves between invitation and intrusion. 

Perhaps most indicative of this quality are Nasser Bakhshi's magical boxes, 
serving as visual repositories that document his life. Either laid open or 
enclosed with a layer of glass, these boxes toy with the viewer's curiosity. 
The objects left within them beckon to be rummaged through and individually 
studied. Yet, the intimate nature of these same objects, force the audience 
to feel that they are trespassing on the artist’s private property. In his 
paintings, Bakhshi continues to challenge the notion of exposure and visibility 
by refusing to provide a frontal view of his subjects. As a result, these 
portraits are both unsatisfying and salivating for obstructing our access 
to what is depicted.

In stark contrast to Bakhshi’s play on anonymity, Babak Bidarian’s adept 
treatment of light zeros in on the subjects at hand. His depiction of male 
sensuality entertains a voyeuristic fantasy, and forces a feeling of intrusion 
and subsequently, of unease; the viewer is made to feel that he/she is 
now involved in the subject’s secret life. This same intimacy is also evident 
in Bidarian’s other paintings where he chooses to illuminate otherwise 
autonomous figures in a crowd. This spotlight technique serves as a breach, 
leaving the depicted exposed and vulnerable to the outsider’s gaze. 

This same outsider becomes a guest in the work of Jason Noushin, whose 
various mediums lyrically explore his identity conflict. By transcribing 
English literature into Farsi script, Noushin attempts to bridge the gap 
between his British and Iranian identities. Although blatant in their display 
of self-discovery, Noushin’s pieces also communicate in a personalized 
code. His repetitive form allows him to symbolically erase the notion 
of singularity in cultural identity and allows the artist to redefine cultural 
heritage for himself. 

Between Invitation and Intrusion: A Conversation In Form is remarkable 
in its ability to remedy intrigue and unease, thus challenging the privilege 
of viewership.  

Layla M. Heidari
13 Oct 2015
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Nasser Bakhshi
Nasser Bakhshi is a self taught artist and lives far from 
the hustle and bustle of the capital, in the wonderful land 
of Azerbaijan. He places his memories and bits of his soul 
and heart as well as our collective memories inside old 
boxes that he finds in forgotten corners of the city of Tabriz.
The assemblages have an indefinite quality. The boxes 
act as repositories, as if at a later time the artist will revisit 
these visual documentaries of his life and time, and will add 
his new memories and perceptions. The mundane objects next 
of the extraordinary painted pieces create time capsules that 
are decidedly poetic. 
The discarded boxes and bits and pieces that were once 
beautiful and useful, are tenderly rearranged to whisper 
the story of a life. 
The intimate quality of these works tempt the viewer to open 
the boxes and drop pieces of their own life in the mix.
The extraordinary quality of drawing and paintings create 
instant classics. Besides images painted from photographs 
as simulations of reality, the drawings are "simulation 
of something which never really existed". The combination 
of the two genres adds to the excitement and marvel of the 
boxes.While the large scale paintings stand on their own 
strenght and beauty, it becomes increasingly difficult 
to seperate them from the boxes. 
The large paintings are "details" of the paintings within the 
boxes; taken out of their place and accentuated, a reverse 
action of seeing with magnifying glass. They seem to come 
out of the boxes to deliver their own monologues.The boxes 
are acumulation of images and elements that artist lives with 
and they narrate the dreams and wishes, as well as failures 
and uncertainties of their creator; who is one of many, one 
of us, many of us.
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From Portrait of Generations Series 
Oil on canvas | 39 x 28 inches | 100 x 70 cm each | 2015
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Self Portrait 
Oil on canvas | 59 x 59 inches | 150 x 150 cm | 2012
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Untitled 
Oil on canvas | 55 x 55 inches | 140 x 140 cm | 2012

Lost Time 
Oil on canvas | 47 x 47 inches | 120 x 120 cm | 2012



Not Seeing Your Footsteps
Mixed media (oil painting drawing and found objects)
19.6 x 13.5 x 5 inches | 50 x 34.5 x 13 cm | 2014

Untitled
Mixed media (oil painting drawing and found objects)
18 x 10.6 x 4.7 inches | 46 x 27 x 12 cm | 2014
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Aperture
Mixed media (oil painting and drawing and found objects)
29.5 x 16 x 3 inches | 75 x 40.5 x 8 cm | 2014
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Crossing Over Each Other 
Mixed media (oil painting drawing and found objects)
39.3 x 14 x 5 inches | 100 x 36 x 13 cm | 2014
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The Connecting Hearts 
Mixed media (oil painting drawing and found objects)
18 x 14 x 6 inches | 46 x 36 x 15 cm | 2014



Babak Bidarian
Babak Bidarian was born in Hamedan, Iran in 1979, the year 
of the Iranian Revolution. He studied art at the University 
of Hamedan and graduated with a BA in 2001. He started his 
career as a teacher and only began work as an artist in 2007. 
 
He first exhibited in his hometown where he was discovered 
by Shirin Jelveh-an art consultant who later brought his art to 
the attention of galleries and collectors in Tehran. Bidarian 
has had several solo and group exhibitions in Iran, as has had 
numerous paintings sell at Bonhams London. 
 
Unlike most contemporary artists in Iran who are influenced 
by the Modernism coming from abroad, Bidarian has tried, 
in these bodies of work, to keep his integrity and independence 
as a painter against the power of conceptual art. Away from 
today’s tendencies, he has chosen his style of realism fully aware 
of other conceptual and minimalist options. He strengthens 
the visual experience to a point that reveals his traditional culture, 
the way he himself has experienced it.  

In these works, Bidarian explores the theme of loneliness 
and depicts relationships that have been denied by his society. 
Where he represents male sensuality and intimacy, the mud 
serves to express his taintedness for engaging in an otherwise 
forbidden romance. The women, and young girls he depicts also 
serve his misfit metaphor: they are singled out in the crowd and 
exposed. Finally, his adept skill for capturing light is to thank for 
the passion and energy that his paintings project.
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Self Portrait
Oil on canvas | 39.3 x 27.5 inches | 100 x 70 cm | 2012
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Arrival Lounge. The Wait is Over
Oil on canvas | 47 x 31.4 inches | 120 x 80 cm | 2012



The Innocent Victim
Oil on canvas | 47 x 31.4 inches | 120 x 80 cm
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Lonely In The Crowd
Oil on canvas | 47 x 31.4 inches | 120 x 80 cm | 2014
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Forgive Me
Oil on canvas | 47x 31.4 inches 
120 x 80 cm | 2014

Love Untitled
Oil on canvas | 47 x 31.4 inches 
120 x 80 cm | 2014

The Embrace
Oil on canvas | 47 x 31.4 inches 
120 x 80 cm | 2014
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Jason Noushin
Born in England to an English mother and an Iranian father, 
Jason Noushin was raised in Tehran by his grandmother and aunt, 
the legendary Massoumeh Noushin Seyhoun, founder of the 
Seyhoun Gallery, the first female-owned art gallery in Iran still 
in operation today with an outpost in Los Angeles. 

His childhood home buzzed with a steady stream of poets, artists, 
filmmakers, architects and designers. Greatly encouraged by his 
aunt to pursue art, he learned calligraphy from Reza Mafi 
and cross-hatching techniques from his well-known uncle, architect 
Houshang Seyhoun. At first he focused on representing the natural 
world and later, the eccentric characters who populated it. 
Frequent displacements due to the Iranian Revolution and ensuing 
war with Iraq, followed by a nomadic lifestyle modeling on the 
runways of Toyko, Paris and Milan resulted in an explicit lack of 
gravity which drives much of his work and aesthetic. 

An inveterate experimenter, Noushin rearranges expressive 
narratives. He is interested primarily in the confluence of cultural 
displacement driven in large part by the geo-political events of 
the 1970s and 1980s that forced his separation from his homeland 
at the age of 13. Using visual representation combined with 
the literary, his minimalist paintings, drawings and sculptures 
attempt to dissolve the boundaries between reading and seeing, 
collapsing an emotional present with a rich historical past. 

Self-taught, Noushin studied ceramics at Hammersmith College, 
London before dropping out to model in Asia and Europe. 
His work has been featured in solo and group exhibitions 
in New York, Connecticut and Iran and is in private and public 
collections in the U.S., England and Iran.

Lives and works in Hamden, Connecticut

Lisa Micali
New Haven 
October 6, 2015
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The Tale Of Peter Rabbit
Oil and ink on linen
35 x 33 inches | 89 x 84 cm | 2015

The Rocking- Horse Winner II 
Oil, ink & brass wire on linen
48 x 34 inches | 122 x 86 cm | 2015



The Horse Dealer’s Daughter 
Oil and ink on linen with copper and silver wire
29 x 54 inches | 74 x 137 cm | 2015
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Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland
Pen and ink on antiquarian paper
25 x 37 inches | 63.5 x 94 cm | 2015
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Frankenstein Or, The Modern Prometheus II. 
Pen and ink on antiquarian paper with paper and string
24 x 36 inches | 61 x 91 cm | 2014



Koran: Preliminary Discourse - Coming of Mehdi
Pen & ink spray paint and acetate on antiquarian paper
23 x 18 inches | 58 x 46 cm | 2015
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America A Prophecy
Pen & ink, spray paint acetate and newspaper
21 x 15 inches | 53 x 38 cm | 2015



The Grand Babylon Hotel
Oil and silver thread on linen | 44 x 48 inches | 112 x 122 cm | 2015
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On The Origin Of Species By Means Of Natural Selection, Or The Preservation of Favoured Races In The Struggle For Life (diptych)  
Oil on linen with wire, charcoal, ink and china-marker
Each panel: 68 x 46 inches | 173 x 117 cm | 2015



Wuthering Heights III
Oil and ink on linen | 23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm

Wuthering Heights
Oil and ink on linen | 23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm

Wuthering Heights II
Oil and ink on linen | 23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm

Wuthering Heights V
Oil and ink on linen | 23x17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm
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Wuthering Heights VII 
Oil, ink and wire on linen |23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm | 2015 

Wuthering Heights VI 
Oil, ink and wire on linen | 23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm | 2015 

Wuthering Heights IV
oil, ink and wire on linen | 23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm | 2015 

Wuthering Heights VIII
Oil, ink and wire on linen | 23 x 17 inches | 58.5 x 46 cm | 2015 
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Baa Baa Black Sheep 
Encaustic, conte, plaster and ink on wire 
H: 23 inches | 58.5 cm | 2015
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Doctor Marigold
Encaustic, plaster and ink on wire | H: 12 inches | 31 cm | 2015

The Gate of a Hundred Sorrows
Encaustic, conte, plaster and ink on wire
H: 16.5 inches | 42 cm | 2015



Heidari is a highly respected executive with a history 
of spearheading successful strategic planning, business 
development, and marketing initiatives for leading fashion, art, 
education, and non-profit institutions. Currently, she is the 
President of RK Art and Design LLC, where she works as both 
a consultant and a curator. Mainly, she supports young Iranian 
artists, promoting them in exhibitions and events in NYC. 
She also collaborates with Gallery R’Pure on contemporary 
design, promoting young French and American designers 
and is a marketing consultant for Kreëmart. In 2014, 
Roya co-curated a groundbreaking show Portraits: Reflection 
by Emerging Iranian Artists at Rogue Gallery Space Chelsea, 
featuring Iranian emerging artists who were born, raised 
or educated in Iran. 
In addition to her professional accolades, Heidari is a proud 
member of Asia Society’s Art Acquisition Committee and a 
member of the steering committee of their recent blockbuster 
exhibition Iran Modern. She was Co- Founder of the Institute 
of International Education’s Iran Opportunities Fund, 
and is currently the president of the Board of Art in General, 
and is a member of the Guggenheim Middle Eastern Circle. 
Previously, she served on the board of the Lycée Français 
de New York school. For her pioneering efforts to advance, 
support, and promote international education, she has been 
honored with the Women’s Global Leadership Award by 
the Institute of International Education, and the Chevalier 
dans L’ordres des Palmes Academiques, by the French Minister 
of Education. Before that, Heidari was VP of Sales & Marketing 
for the luxury fashion house Yves Saint Laurent, and VP 
and Divisional Merchandise Manager for Lord & Taylor. 
She holds a BA in Political Science and French Literature from 
Wellesley College and is fluent in French, Farsi, and English. 

Roya Khadjavi Heidari
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Layla M. Heidari
Layla M. Heidari has just earned her BA in Middle East Studies 
and Art History from Brown University. Her curiosity for the 
arts is foremost informed by her fascination with translating 
ideas into visual content. Her Honors Thesis Framing Iran: 
How Politics of Perception Inform Our View of Iranian 
Contemporary Art explored the ways in which popular 
misconceptions about contemporary Iranian art are rooted 
in an everlasting orientalist framework. Her research pieced 
together an ethnographic study of the Tehran art scene 
in August 2014 with art history, art criticism and political 
theory. 

Layla served on the Student Creative Arts Council at Brown 
and has held internship positions in the art world at both 
Leila Heller Gallery and Kreemart. She is currently an 
Associate Media Planner at DigitasLBi in New York City. 
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Massoud Nader
Massoud Nader is an Art Dealer residing in New York. He began 
his career in the mid 80’s selling the Art of the Islamic World 
and by the late 90’s—with the emergence and public interest 
in Middle Eastern Contemporary Art—he started representing 
a few young Iranian artists. His first foray was in 2002, when 
he exhibited Sadegh Tirafkan’s photographs in New York. 
With the success of the show, he explored working with other 
artists, and today Nader & Nader represents a group of 30 
artists, whose work includes photography, sculptures, paintings, 
and mixed media. He has exhibited works by Mojtaba Tajik 
in New York and Doha in 2005, and photographs by Sadegh 
Tirafkan at Lehmann Maupin Gallery. He also organized 
several group shows in Los Angeles and Dubai with Courtyard 
Gallery, and in November 2013—in collaboration with art 
patrons Maryam Panahy Ansary and Nader Ansary—
he unveiled Morteza Pourhosseini’s first international solo exhibit 
at the Bohemian National Hall in NYC, entitled The Circus. 
Pourhosseini’s works were recently acquired by the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and successfully auctioned at Sotheby’s Middle 
Eastern Contemporary Art sale in London in 2011.
Nader works closely with museums in the U.S., Europe, and 
the Middle East and has placed many of his artists’works—
including that of Siamak Filizadeh, Amir Moussavian, 
Naghmeh Ghassemloo, Ahmad Morshedloo, Arash Hanaie, 
and Sadegh Tirafkan—in the permanent collections of The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, LACMA, and Brooklyn Museum 
of Art. Many works by these artists have been successfully 
auctioned at Christie’s Dubai, Sotheby’s London, Bonham’s 
London and Bonham’s New York. Nader holds a BSC degree 
from Leeds University, UK and an MBA from Columbia University.

Massoud Nader 
Portrait by Artist | Farsad Labbauf
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